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a second life. Honda City helped make these videos. The video above shows you to replace the
headlight in your Toyota Sequoia. Changing both headlight bulbs on your Sequoia at the same
time will allow both bulbs to have the same intensity and prevent the new headlight bulb from
appearing brighter than the bulb on the opposite side. In some Toyotas, the highbeam is the
same bulb as the headlight and it is possible for the highbeam to work, but the headlight be
burnt out even if they are the same bulb and vise versa. Some Toyotas have high intensity
discharge headlights, sometimes referred to as xenon lights. These bulbs have a very high
voltage that runs through them, even if the battery is disconnected. If your Sequoia has this
type of bulb, we do not recommend that you attempt to change it yourself. When you change
the headlight on your Sequoia, it is important to not touch the glass part of the bulb with your
fingers because the oil from your fingertips will cause that part of the bulb to burn hotter, which
significantly shortens the life of the bulb. Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing
drivers how to fix things on their cars. He has broad expertise on basic repair procedures
covering the majority of cars on the road. Power steering fluid is easy to check and many
people mechanics included often forget about - learn how here. If your car is leaking a small
amount of power steering fluid - see this video on how to fix the leak. Car companies often use
the same engines in different cars. They also slightly alter the styling and sell the same car by
two different names amongst other tricks to help offset development costs. Our system selects
the most applicable video for your car based, in part, on these characteristics. The video
displayed may not look exactly like your car, but may be relevant enough for you to get a good
idea how to do it. Getting Started - Prepare for the repair. Share on. Full list of part and tools.
Author Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their
cars. Check power steering fluid level. Quick fix for minor power steering fluid leaks. Change an
engine fuse. If you have an electrical component that doesn't work, try replacing the fuse first.
Change the parking light. Small bulbs that burn out regularly - did you know you can replace
these with LED lights? See all videos for the Toyota Sequoia. We have a massive and growing
video library, but we don't have everything For consumers in the know, Toyota stands for
reliability, refined looks and effortless maneuverability. The innovative looks of Toyota vehicles
offers powerful performance and sound resale value. Rugged off-roaders like the hill-climbing
Toyota Sequoia are designed to handle rough terrain on or off the grid but in return they've got
to have timely maintenance and high-quality parts to keep on conquering those high mountains.
A Toyota Sequoia is ready to dominate any road, but needs first-rate quality auto parts to get to
your destination. If an issue comes up or a part needs to be fixed, avoid the temptation to
scrimp with a low-quality part. A Toyota Sequoia is worth the right auto parts to take on the
world with the most power possible. Your fine Toyota was designed using care and expertise; it
deserves new replacement or OEM parts of a similar top level of quality. Not having a
functioning Toyota Sequoia Headlight in place may be a significant hazard to yourself in
addition to everyone else. In order to have greater visibility while driving at night, a reliable
Toyota Sequoia Headlight is vital. Your Toyota Sequoia Headlight is a system which permits you
to drive your vehicle in the dark and in hazardous conditions by shining a light on the highway
ahead of your vehicle. Toyota provides cars which are safe, but bear in mind it's the owner's
task to establish that all the critical safety equipment is in place and functional. Dodge
immoderate danger when motoring by ensuring that your vehicle is equipped with the
safety-related equipment that you need. Our first class parts and customer service give you an
unbeatable combination of price, selection and quality. The best way to ensure any vehicle's
performance is with our top-notch parts and awesome customer service. A Toyota is a beautiful

vehicle They are available for the following Toyota Sequoia years: , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , 17, 16, 15,
14, 13, 12, 11, 10, 09, 08, 07, 06, 05, 04, 03, 02, This part is also sometimes called Toyota Sequoia
Headlights. Very high quality part and I am very happy with it! Can't wait to install it! Also the
packing for this was spot on! They look undamaged as far as I can tell! I am very impressed with
the quickness of delivery of the parts I ordered and the quality of the parts. The headlights were
complete and very easy to install. You have me as a customer for life. Thank you for your great
service. Great website! So cheap!!!!! They have anything you might need to fix up or replace
your vehicle! Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: To return a part, simply submit
a support ticket within 30 days of ordering and we will issue you an RMA number to return your
product. See customer service page for refund and return details. We scour the web to make
sure PartsGeek always has low prices. You can buy with confidence! Click to Enlarge. Quality:
Value Line - High quality automotive part with the highest cost savings. Position of Product:
Right - Passenger Side. Quality: Capa Certified - Ensures the part fits, performs, and lasts the
same as the original. Package Contents 2 Headlights; 2 Parking Lights. Shipping Options: Free
Ground Shipping. Package Contents 1 Headlight Assembly. Features: Specifically designed to
look and function like the original headlight Original manufacturer quality Rigid plastic protects
against weather and road conditions Built to match the exact original dimensions for proper fit.
Compliant To S. Product SKU: W Shipping Options: Ground, Overnight, 2 Day. TYC Headlight
Assembly. Product SKU: Bulb Technology Halogen. Features: D. As the largest SUV in the
Toyota lineup, the Sequoia can comfortably accommodate families who need three real rows of
seating, some degree of off-road capability, and the ability to tow a boat or trailer. Not that all
Toyota Sequoia owners are especially rustic, but those who are hunkered down in suburbia
can't blame their vehicle on their stay at home lifestyle. Throughout its run, the Sequoia has
distinguished itself for its V8 power, choice of two- or four-wheel drive, and its spacious
interior. Throw in attractive styling inside and out and you've got the makings of a competitive
full-size SUV. Earlier Sequoias, though not quite as capable as competing models of the same
period, are also a solid pick. Headlights provide the best kind of automotive night vision there
is. If turned on as they should be and when they should be, these lights allow you to see other
vehicles, pedestrians and obstacles on the road whether it is dark or the weather is affecting
visibility. Toyota Sequoia headlight bulbs are filled with a halogen gas that causes the
evaporated tungsten to condense back onto the filament. The benefit is that the filament is not
worn down as quickly, so the bulb lasts longer. Some owners of the Sequoia have had issues
with headlight alignment, mostly with them being aimed too high. One owner complained that
people often asked her why she had them on high beam all the time. Toyota recommends
checking the alignment once a year, as well adjusting the headlights after replacing a burnt-out
bulb. While Toyota recommends taking your truck to a certified dealer, you can adjust the
headlights with just a Phillips screwdriver, some tape, and a marking pen. How do you check
and realign your headlights? Use a wall and a level surface to find the correct alignment for
your Toyota Tundra headlights. Park the truck 25 feet away from the wall and gently rock the
truck to settle the suspension. Find the measurement from the center of the headlight to the
ground and transfer the mark to the wall using masking tape or a marking pen. The mark needs
to be visible from the truck. Open the hood and turn your headlights on. The adjustments
screws are on the headlight housing. Insert a number 2 Phillips screwdriver into the hole in
front of the mounting screw on the headlight assembly. Adjust each headlight individually. Use
the mark as a reference point for your headlights. You want the low beam to be within
two-inches of the mark, which centers the high beam directly on the mark. Headlights tend to
get hot quickly, so be careful not to touch the headlights or you might burn yourself. What is the
Toyota Sequoia Headlight replacement cost? Read more reviews. Very high quality part! I am
very happy with it and can't wait to install it! Very helpful and informative website the parts I
needed were easy to find. Shipping Options: Ground Fitment Information:. Catalog: D. Vehicle
Notes Toyota Sequoia. Catalog: Q. Vehicle Toyota Sequoia. Catalog: B. Catalog: F. Catalog: A.
Catalog: H. Catalog: T. Catalog: K. Catalog: N. Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To
Order: Ambient Air Temperature Sensor Connector. Ambient Temp Sensor. Ash Tray Light Bulb.
Auto Trans Indicator Light Bulb. Automatic Headlight Sensor. Auxiliary Heater Relay. Back
Glass Washer Pump. Back Up Light. Back Up Light Bulb. Back Up Light Switch. Battery Cable
End. Brake Light Bulb. Bulb Socket. Cabin Air Temperature Sensor. Circuit Opening Relay.
Circuit Opening Relay Connector. Combination Lamp Bulb. Coolant Temperature Sensor.
Cornering Light. Cornering Light Set. Courtesy Light Bulb. Daytime Light Relay. Daytime
Running Light Relay. Dome Light Bulb. Door Lock Actuator. Door Lock Actuator Motor. Engine
Coolant Temperature Switch. Fog Light. Fog Light Bulb. Fog Light Kit. Fog Light Relay
Connector. Fog Light Set. Fog Light Switch. Fuel Pump Relay. Glove Box Light Bulb. Headlamp
Socket. Headlight Assembly. Headlight Assembly Set. Headlight Connector. Headlight
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Pocket. Interior Dome Light. Keyless Remote Case. License Light Bulb. Liftgate Latch Handle.
Luggage Compartment Light Bulb. Main Relay. Map Light Bulb. Oil Pressure Sender. Output
Shaft Speed Sensor Connector. Parking Light Bulb. Parking Light Bulb Socket. Radio Wire
Harness. Seat Heater Switch Indicator Bulb. Side Marker Light Bulb. Speaker Box. Speaker
Bracket. Speaker Connector. Speaker Set. Speedometer Sensor. Speedometer Sensor O-Ring.
Speedometer Transmitter. Starter Relay. Steering Angle Sensor. Stepwell Light Bulb. Stop Light
Switch. Sun Load Temperature Sensor. Tail Light Assembly. Tail Light Assembly Set. Tail Light
Bulb. Tail Light Relay. Tailgate Latch Assembly. Tailgate Window Motor. Temperature Control
Relay. Third Brake Light. Third Brake Light Bulb. Trailer Brake Control. Trailer Connector Kit.
Trailer Wire Converter. Trailer Wiring Harness. Turn Signal Assembly. Turn Signal Bulb Socket.
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Turn Signal Switch. Vehicle Speed Sensor Connector. Washer Pump. Washer Reservoir. Water
Temperature Sender. Window Defroster Switch Bulb. Windshield Washer Pump Harness.
Windshield Washer Tank. Windshield Wiper Arm. Windshield Wiper Motor. Wiper Blade. Wiper
Blade Insert. Wiper Blade Set. Wiper Switch. YAW Rate Sensor. Air Intake. Chemicals and
Fluids. Climate Control. Cooling System. Drive Belts. Engine Electrical. Engine Mechanical. Fuel
Delivery. Fuel Injection. Tools and Hardware. Shop By Vehicle. Click to Enlarge. Position: High
Beam and Low Beam. Hella Headlight Bulb. Hella H4P50 Headlight Bulb. Hella TB Headlight
Bulb. Hella LL Headlight Bulb. Hella H Headlight Bulb. Product List Price:. Shipping Options:
Ground, Overnight, 2 Day. Product Remark: Shipping Options: Free Ground Shipping. Features:
Philips CrystalVision ultra headlights provide a bright white light on the road using blue coating
on the glass. The perfect choice for those who want to drive with style, without compromising
on safety. Features: Philips MasterDuty Headlights are designed to meet the needs of medium
and heavy duty vehicles. Made especially for class truck applications, they are the toughest and
longest lasting lamps, that is designed to withstand extreme stress and vibration. Features:
Philips offers the MotoVision lighting solution with a distinctive, attention-grabbing orange
effect in the headlight. Features: Philips Standard range provides the same Original Equipment
quality as the lights we provide to automakers around the world. Standard range offers an
excellent value for every application. Image is not vehicle specific. Product Remark: Pack of 1.
Catalog: H. Vehicle Toyota Sequoia. Catalog: N. Catalog: P. Catalog: B. Catalog: F. Catalog: A.
Catalog: C. We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order.
Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle.
Toyota Sequoia Headlight. Select your vehicle year. Refine by:. Headlight part. Recommended
Use. Light Source. Quantity Sold. Product Fit. Shop Toyota Sequoia Headlight. Showing 1 - 15 of
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uired to Guarantee Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: RAS. Part Number: RBT Part
Number: T Page 1 of 2 Showing 1 - 15 of 26 results. Toyota Sequoia Headlight Customer
Reviews. Feb 20, Looks great. Fairly simply to install after viewing you tube video. Small wiring
harness on back doesn't mount to the plastic tab, like the original. Had to use tie straps thru
hole on tab to secure it. Good father Good father. Purchased on Jan 30, Feb 06, Make my
Tundra look fresher! Alex Perez. Purchased on Nov 21, Feb 05, Great light! Looks great, just like
the day it was new. Greg Brooke. Purchased on Jan 04, Show More. Helpful Automotive
Resources. Why are My Headlights Flickering? Driving with a flickering headlight can create
unsafe conditions on the road as they can create distractions not only for you but for other
drivers as well. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms
of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

